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1. Intro: research purpose, scope, and 

methodology 

 

2016 was a significant year in the history of political campaigns, with the US Presidential 

elections, the UK’s “Brexit” referendum, and consequent revelations sparking a worldwide 

discussion about the role of social media in elections and the significance of the use of personal 

voter data for digital campaigning. Ukraine had some time to take the lessons learned from 

these events into consideration and modernize its legislation regarding digital election 

campaigning ahead of the 2019 Presidential and Parliamentary votes, yet no changes to either 

existing or the newly adopted Electoral Code have been made to reflect the latest challenges 

posed by new technology.  

 

While several civil society organizations have produced detailed reports about 2019’s online 

political campaigning in Ukraine and its implications, no investigations have been made into the 

use of personal voter data in elections and the issues arising at the intersection of privacy and 

digital campaigning. The purpose of the given report is to fill this gap by looking at the 

treatment of personal voter data by five parties elected to the Parliament during the 

course of 2019 electoral cycle: the Servant of the People (Слуга народу) party, the 

European Solidarity (Європейська солідарність) party, the Batkivshchyna 

(Батьківщина) union, the Opposition Platform — For Life (Опозиційна платформа — За 

життя) party, and the Holos (Голос) party.  

 

In particular, in this report we look at the online data collection practices used by these political 

parties during the 2019 Parliamentary campaign period on their official websites and social 

media accounts, including popular messenger platforms. We review these practices against the 

existing legal framework, the claims about how voters’ personal data was being collected and 

processed by the parties themselves (i.e. in privacy policies on their websites), and the digital 

campaigning methods and tools utilized by political actors during the 2019 elections. We also 

attempt to put our findings into a wider context by providing background on the state of personal 

citizen data security and describing a few incidents of significance for understanding the current 

discourse around privacy issues in Ukraine. When investigating social media campaigning, we 

have particularly benefited from the data on Facebook activity and paid political advertising of 

parties and candidates accumulated by the Civil Network OPORA during the 2019-2020 period. 

Additionally, we use the information obtained from media publications, reports of watchdog 

organizations, and interviews with persons possessing extensive background in election issues 

and digital political marketing in Ukraine.  

 

At the same time, the scope of this report is limited by us conducting a largely external review of 

political parties’ digital activity. For instance, we did not have access to any backend IT or CRM 

systems utilized by the parties during the elections; hence, we could not obtain a full grasp of 

their data collection and processing practices nor the data’s usage in digital campaigning. 

Moreover, our overview of targeted digital campaigning and voter engagement practices is 

https://fb.oporaua.org/
https://zp.chesno.org/
https://zp.chesno.org/
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largely limited to Facebook, due to it being a shared campaigning platform used by all five 

parties in question, its capabilities for running micro-targeted political ads, and the availability of 

granular data on voter engagement practices. In our review of parties’ websites and social 

media activity, we focus on official websites (if a party operated more than one, we focus on the 

one mainly used for voter engagement and data collection during elections) and their official 

Facebook pages, with the exception of cases when affiliated pages ran paid political 

advertisements on a party’s behalf. Additionally, in order to conduct a comprehensive review of 

parties’ digital activity during elections, we at times look at the websites and social media 

accounts retrospectively with the use of an Internet archive. In addition, we do not provide a 

systematic review of regional, affiliated, or individual candidates’ websites and their social media 

activity and only mention those where necessary for presenting a full picture of digital 

campaigning methods and treatment of voter data. 

2.  2019 Election cycle: background and 

challenges 

2.1. Disinformation, cyberattacks, and concerns about 2019 

foreign election interference 

 

There is ample evidence that Russian state actors and associates have targeted Ukraine with 

disinformation campaigns since at least 2014, with the Oxford Internet Institute once referring to 

attacks waged against the county as “the most globally advanced case of computational 

propaganda.” For instance, in 2016, the Ukrainian internet portal Texty.org.ua uncovered a 

coordinated network of more than 2,000 Facebook profiles linked to a Russian troll farm, which 

for nearly eight months led an online campaign that sought to topple the Ukrainian government. 

A 2018 study by VoxUkraine analyzed over nine million tweets linked to the IRA, of which 

750,000 related to Ukraine. This disinformation campaign appears to have been sparked by the 

2014 Euromaidan revolution and has steadily gained ground through the occupation and 

annexation of Crimea, peaking the day after Malaysian flight MH17 crashed in eastern Ukraine. 

 

These and other instances have prompted concerns about the 2019 elections and the possibility 

of foreign interference. However, while Russian disinformation during the election period 

remained as rampant as ever and Russia-linked hackers attempted to disrupt state electronic 

infrastructure, these were deemed not extensive enough to affect the voting process or the 

electoral outcome.  

  

http://comprop.oii.ox.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/89/2017/06/Casestudies-ExecutiveSummary.pdf
http://comprop.oii.ox.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/89/2017/06/Casestudies-ExecutiveSummary.pdf
http://comprop.oii.ox.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/89/2017/06/Casestudies-ExecutiveSummary.pdf
http://comprop.oii.ox.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/89/2017/06/Casestudies-ExecutiveSummary.pdf
http://texty.org.ua/d/fb-trolls/index_eng.html
https://voxukraine.org/longreads/twitter-database/index-en.html
https://www.stopfake.org/en/stopfake-news-227-with-marko-suprun/
https://zn.ua/POLITICS/rossiyskie-hakery-pytayutsya-poluchit-dostup-k-setyam-gosudarstvennyh-organov-ukrainy-glava-kiberpolicii-312012_.html?fbclid=IwAR2cWVZqLk5C696e5gbuU5SkYN0nNmeYQ749HexPqSyouiELDVEH5LNZwrY
https://ukraineelects.org/
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2.2. The 2019 Presidential elections and the arrival of targeted 

online political speech  

 

With 21.4 million internet users and 23.5% of Ukrainians turning to social media as their main 

source of news, 2019 was the first year when social networks made a significant impact on 

political campaigning. The trend was set by Volodymyr Zelenskyy, who managed to engage an 

audience not previously interested in elections yet active on Facebook, Instagram, and 

Telegram. He also imposed new “rules of the game” on his political opponents, including the 

incumbent President Petro Poroshenko, who extended his campaign from Facebook to both 

Instagram and Telegram. 

 

According to Zelenskyy’s chief digital strategist — later Ukraine’s Minister of Digital 

Transformation Mykhailo Fedorov — the main focus of their campaign was user engagement, 

for which the headquarters created a number of special initiatives that offered voters various 

options for getting involved. Another special tactic of Zelenskyy was the extensive use of the 

micro-targeting functionality offered by digital platforms, in particular Facebook, for delivering 

tailored messages to different groups. To Fedorov’s own admission, in the course of the 

election, the campaign segmented its audience into 32 categories according to age, gender, 

professional affiliation, or political interest and ran over 3,200 targeted advertising campaigns. It 

also sent 21 million emails, amassed 130,000 subscribers on its Telegram channel, and 

recruited 608,527 volunteers online, including 20,000 election observers and 10,000 

commissioners that provided detailed personal information in order to serve in such capacity. 

The team also launched a number of chat-bots, one of them helping voters find their polling 

places based on their place of residence.  

 

2.3. New Facebook regulations for elections 

 

Ahead of the 2019 Presidential elections, Facebook announced new regulations aimed at 

curbing misinformation and foreign interference by increasing transparency around paid political 

advertising and vowing to monitor user behavior more closely. The new rules require those 

placing political ads to disclose their identity and location and provide a “paid for by” disclaimer 

for Facebook’s approval. Facebook has also opened a public political advertisements library, 

containing all Ukraine-related political and social ads that ran with or without a disclaimer and 

have been determined to contain political or issue-based content.  

 

Yet, the new transparency regulations did not come into effect until less than two weeks before 

the first round of voting, were slowly enforced, and left significant loopholes. For instance, one 

could get around the geographic requirements through “account rental” to an advertiser from 

abroad — a practice which the State Security Service warned about in January of 2019. 

Additionally, the problematic content reported by campaigns was removed with a significant 

delay, and pages that repeatedly violated the rules were still allowed to attempt to buy ads. 

http://plusone.com.ua/fb/en/facebook_in_ukraine.pdf
https://magazine.nv.ua/ukr/journal/3360-journal-no-13/jak-novi-tekhnolohiji-perevertajut-vibori.html
https://magazine.nv.ua/ukr/journal/3360-journal-no-13/jak-novi-tekhnolohiji-perevertajut-vibori.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AX-tBICfGLg&vl=ru
https://tk.media/analytics/kak-didzhital-tehnologii-pomogli-zelenskomu-stat-prezidentom-ukrainy
https://www.ukrinform.ua/rubric-elections/2622702-u-facebook-poasnili-ak-zapobigatimut-vtrucannu-u-vibori-v-ukraini.html
https://www.rferl.org/a/leading-ukraine-candidate-zelenskyy-facebook-fakes-political-ad-rules/29828605.html
https://ssu.gov.ua/en/news/1/category/21/view/5159#.Vd48Asen.dpbs
https://www.rferl.org/a/leading-ukraine-candidate-zelenskyy-facebook-fakes-political-ad-rules/29828605.html
https://www.rferl.org/a/leading-ukraine-candidate-zelenskyy-facebook-fakes-political-ad-rules/29828605.html
https://www.politico.eu/article/facebook-regulation-fail-ukraine-should-worry-europe/
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Finally, it bears mentioning that similar transparency measures have not been introduced by 

other online platforms such as Twitter or Google, rendering political advertising on such 

platforms as YouTube virtually unaccountable to any authority.  

2.4. Parallel use of legitimate and questionable online 

campaigning practices in Presidential elections 

 

While monitoring paid political advertising on Facebook, Ukrainian election observer OPORA 

and international watchdog Democracy Reporting International uncovered dodgy Facebook 

pages with links to official accounts of main election contenders that spread misleading and 

compromising information about their opponents. 

 

Additionally, election observers noted active usage of bots and fake accounts in the course of 

online campaigning that were often detected and removed by the platforms themselves. 

Investigative journalists managed to interview several persons that ran such accounts on 

commercial grounds. According to one interviewee’s estimate, during the 2019 election season 

over 200,000 such accounts may have been active on Facebook alone, while a cost of one such 

“operation” would range from 1,000 to 50,000 or even 100,000 US dollars, depending on the 

scope. 

 

3. 2019 Parliamentary elections 

3.1. Digital campaigning methods and practices: an overview 

 

When a sudden dissolution of the Parliament on May 21, 2019, by newly elected President 

Zeenskyy gave the parties little break between the two election cycles, they quickly reoriented 

towards Parliamentary elections, often reusing the same people, online platforms, and 

campaigning methods. In particular, the parties again turned to Facebook, now the most popular 

social network in the country with about 14 million users. At the same time, parties and 

candidates also actively used Instagram (11 million users in 2019), YouTube, Twitter, 

messaging platforms such as Viber and Telegram, and even custom-made mobile applications. 

 

In terms of digital campaigning methods, parties actively used online advertising capabilities of 

various online platforms, from Facebook and Instagram to YouTube and Google. According to a 

digital political marketing consultant interviewed for this report, parties took full advantage of 

such targeting instruments as Facebook's Lookalike Audiences and Custom Audiences, 

measuring impact via backend advertiser data and promoting especially well-performing content 

further. Given the small audiences the parties targeted, there has been little use of such 

instruments as A/B testing, be it for online ads or e-mail marketing; besides, not every party 

https://www.oporaua.org/en/article/vybory/disinformation/19634-gra-bez-pravil-u-facebook-antiagitatsiia-proti-favoritiv-prezidentskoyi-kampaniyi-2019
https://www.oporaua.org/en/article/vybory/disinformation/19634-gra-bez-pravil-u-facebook-antiagitatsiia-proti-favoritiv-prezidentskoyi-kampaniyi-2019
https://democracy-reporting.org/social-media-ukraine-elections/
https://oporaua.org/blog/vybory/vybory-prezidenta/vybory-prezidenta-2019/46218-obitsyanki-chornij-piar-kreativ-yak-politiki-vikoristovuyut-reklamu-v-sotsial-nikh-merezhakh
https://www.pravda.com.ua/articles/2020/02/3/7239192/
http://plusone.com.ua/fb/en/facebook_in_ukraine.pdf
http://plusone.com.ua/insta/en/instagram_in_ukraine.pdf
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/164749007013531
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/170456843145568?id=2469097953376494
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even used an automated CRM system given how expensive those can be and how much effort 

it would require to adapt them to a Ukrainian market.  

 

Summary table of our findings regarding five parties’ use of digital platforms* for election 

campaigning  

Party Web- 
site 

   
 

   

Other 

Sluga 
Narodu 

✔    ✔ ✔ ✔    ✔ ✔ 
Mobile 
apps 
 

European 
Solidarity 
 

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔     ✔      ✔ 
 

Batkivsh- 
Chyna 
 

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔  ✔ ✔ 
 

Holos  ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 
 

Opposition 
Platform 
— For Life 

✔ ✔ ✔      

*Images: Creative Commons 

 

Servant of the People (Слуга народу)1 has maintained the most subscribers on social media 

(including over 256,000 on Facebook by the 2019 election day2) and was third in terms of 

engagement at the beginning of 2020. Servant has even referred to itself as “an Internet party,” 

indicating that it actively operates online. During the elections, its social media marketers have 

been credited with bringing politics to Instagram and Telegram from the platforms Ukrainians 

are more accustomed to, like Facebook and Twitter. Servant was particularly active on 

Facebook during the election campaign, focusing on user engagement — a continuing trend 

from the Presidential campaign — and was third in terms of spending on political ads on 

Facebook among the five Parliamentary parties. It also actively used the main page to promote 

its accounts on other platforms. For instance, the party would frequently ask users to join its 

 
1 Servant of the People is a centrist political party named after the eponymous comic TV series starring 

Volodymyr Zelenskyy, current President of Ukraine. 
2 According to Facebook monitoring by OPORA. 

https://voxukraine.org/uk/sajti-sotsmerezhi-oseredki-yak-komunikuyut-parlamentski-partiyi/
https://lb.ua/news/2019/05/27/428000_sluga_narodu_libertarianska.html
https://lb.ua/news/2019/05/02/425926_televizor_vs_sotsmerezhi_yak_novi.html
https://www.rbc.ua/ukr/news/sluge-naroda-opredelilis-ideologiey-partii-1581770096.html
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main Telegram channel to receive the latest updates or to use its Telegram bots to receive 

basic information about the party (Image 1), to submit fakes, or to report election irregularities.  

 

Image 1: June 20, 2019, Servant of the People Facebook post announcing the creation of Telegram “help” chatbot, 
screenshot 14.03.2020 

  
 

The party encouraged supporters to create regional Facebook pages or Telegram channels that 

would later be promoted through the main page to get even more users to join (many of those 

had been active since the Presidential campaign) and created webpages for its candidates in 

single-mandate districts. It also operated a separate website for debunking fakes reported by 

supporters — an initiative that was also launched during the Presidential campaign and proven 

to be extremely popular with social media users. Another novelty of this campaign by Servant 

was the launch of a mobile application3 (available for iOS and Android) to engage with voters.   

European Solidarity (Європейська солідарність)4 had over 400,000 subscribers on social 

media as of the beginning of 2020 (including 303,000 on Facebook by the 2019 election day5) 

and has been among the leaders in engagement. It also followed Servant of the People’s suit 

and ran campaigns on other platforms, such as the messengers Telegram and Viber, Twitter, 

 
3 Website no longer active. 
4 European Solidarity is a liberal-conservative pro-European party in Ukraine. 
5 According to Facebook monitoring by OPORA. 

http://apps.sluganarodu.ua/
https://clc.to/ZeiPhone
https://clc.to/ZeAndroid
https://voxukraine.org/uk/sajti-sotsmerezhi-oseredki-yak-komunikuyut-parlamentski-partiyi/
http://www.parties-and-elections.eu/ukraine.html
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Instagram, and YouTube. Having other prominent public figures in its ranks, the party actively 

used its main Facebook page to engage with their pages as well as to promote its accounts on 

other platforms (Image 2). Solidarity came second in terms of spending on Facebook political 

ads among the five Parliamentary parties.  

 

Image 2: June 13, 2019, European Solidarity’s Facebook live post linking to other candidates’ pages and party’s 
social media accounts, screenshot 17.03.2020 

  
Batkivshchyna (Батьківщина)6— with over 400,000 social media subscribers in early 2020 

(including over 341,000 on Facebook by 2019 election day7), this party ran an active campaign 

online, coming in fourth in terms of Facebook advertising expenses. The party also urged its 

 
6 The All-Ukrainian Union "Fatherland" or Batkivshchyna in Ukrainian is a centrist pro-European political 

party led by Yulia Tymoshenko and affiliated with the European People’s Party.  
7 According to Facebook monitoring by OPORA. 

https://voxukraine.org/uk/sajti-sotsmerezhi-oseredki-yak-komunikuyut-parlamentski-partiyi/
https://file.liga.net/parties/batkivshina_vo
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Facebook followers to subscribe to its accounts on other social media platforms, in particular, on 

YouTube, as well as interacted with the page of party leader, Yulia Tumoshenko. 

Opposition Platform — For Life (Опозиційна платформа - За життя)8 has traditionally been 

the least active on social media, running a Facebook account with a bit over 44,000 followers by 

2019 election day,9 maintaining a modest Instagram account, and spending the smallest 

amount on digital advertising on Facebook among the Parliamentary parties. This may be 

explained by the party's base, which consists of older voters traditionally less active online. As 

for engaging with users, Platform appears to have utilized its Facebook page primarily to lead 

readers to the party’s website (Image 3). 

 

Image 3: June 6, 2019, Opposition Platform — For Life’s Facebook post sharing a publication from party’s website, 

screenshot 18.03.2020 
  

Holos (Голос)10— a younger party on the Ukrainian political scene with a little over 90,000 

social media followers (as of January 2020) has had, nevertheless, one of the highest rates of 

 
8 Opposition Platform—For Life is a centrist/center-left Eurosceptic party in Ukraine.  
9 According to Facebook monitoring by OPORA. 
10 Holos is a liberal pro-European party in Ukraine, which was led by the famous musician Svyatoslav 
Vakarchuk until March 2020.  

https://voxukraine.org/uk/sajti-sotsmerezhi-oseredki-yak-komunikuyut-parlamentski-partiyi/
https://voxukraine.org/uk/sajti-sotsmerezhi-oseredki-yak-komunikuyut-parlamentski-partiyi/
http://www.parties-and-elections.eu/ukraine.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Liberalism
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engagement and utilized more social media platforms than others, including even Soundcloud.  

The party has paid significant attention to online campaigning, spending the most of the five 

parties on Facebook advertising and using the platform to urge its supporters to subscribe to the 

other accounts of the party on social media. It was also among the first to create and use a 

Telegram bot to engage with supporters. The party also used its main Facebook page to 

debunk “fakes” (social media posts with false information about Holos, Image 4).  

 

Image 4: June 22, 2019, Holos’s Facebook post warning followers about a social media fake (false information 
disseminated about the party online), screenshot 11.03.2020 

  
  

https://goloszmin.org/news/pro-porushennya-agitaciyi-mozhna-informuvati-za-dopomogoyu-telegram-bota
https://goloszmin.org/news/pro-porushennya-agitaciyi-mozhna-informuvati-za-dopomogoyu-telegram-bota
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3.2. Facebook political advertising during Parliamentary elections  

 

Despite the fact that, according to a campaign finance watchdog’s report, all Parliamentary 

parties had a similar spending structure during the campaign (the biggest chunk of resources 

was allocated to TV advertising and the second biggest to external advertising), some political 

forces did not report their spending on online advertisements, taking advantage of the existing 

legal loopholes.  

 

Thus, in the absence of clear legal mechanisms for candidates to report or for regulators to 

monitor expenses allocated to Internet advertisements, Facebook’s political and social ads 

library recently made available in Ukraine became the only source to provide some oversight 

over contestants’ online spending. No other platform offered the same level of transparency. 

 

Using Facebook’s data, domestic election watchdog OPORA established that parties ran 40,427 

targeted political ads during the active campaign period, spending over 1,800,000 US dollars 

(Image 5). At the same time, a review of parties’ interim campaign finance reports uncovered 

substantial underreporting of the online advertisement spending declared by the election 

contestants when compared against the amounts published by Facebook. 

 

 
Image 5: Political ads on Facebook during the 2019 Parliamentary elections with the top five parties by spending 

amount, infographic by OPORA. 

Although 2019 Ukrainian election legislation did not regulate campaigning on the Internet, it 

prohibited the use of candidates' own funds or funds from other sources for campaigning, 

https://www.chesno.org/post/3545/
https://www.oporaua.org/en/article/vybory/parlamentski-vybory/parlamentski-vybory-2019/FB_ad
https://www.oporaua.org/en/article/vybory/parlamentski-vybory/parlamentski-vybory-2019/FB_ad
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including voter initiatives. Therefore, third parties were not allowed to pay for advertising on 

social networks. However, in the absence of explicit legal prohibitions, it would be impossible to 

prosecute a person for campaigning on the Internet and social networks with funds outside 

those declared in the election fund. As mentioned above, the only way to estimate amounts 

parties had spent on digital advertising and from what sources was Facebook’s political ads 

library. 

 

According to a representative of Chesno, a movement for transparency and accountability in 

politics,  only three parties of those participating in the 2019 elections declared spending 

compatible with the amounts indicated in Facebook’s library of political advertisements.  

Some parties, such as the Opposition Platform — For Life party, ran all its ads from the 

unofficial affiliate page Boyko — Prime Minister (named after one of the party leaders, Yurii 

Boyko). Advertising in support of the Batkivshchyna party was run from a Yulia Tymoshenko’s 

fan page as well as her official page.  

3.3. Other issues with digital campaigning  

Similarly to the Presidential elections, OPORA recorded instances of negative campaigning 

posts (so-called “black PR”) published by pages not clearly affiliated with any political force. In 

addition, a coalition of media monitors reported that over half of political parties, including their 

leaders, used hate speech elements in Facebook posts aimed at discrediting their opponents 

during the 2019 elections. 

 

Finally, Slidstvo.Info’s investigative journalists uncovered an underground “bot farm” that offered 

their professional services, which included creating hundreds of fake accounts on Facebook and 

leaving tens of thousands of “comments” in support of or against a particular candidate. An 

undercover journalist worked at the “farm” for several weeks, in a group that left about 40,000 

comments, which may have cost election contestants as much as 20,000 EUR. While using 

bots is not prohibited (or otherwise regulated) by Ukrainian election law, paying for such 

services off the books is.  

4.  Online campaigning and data collection by five 

Parliamentary parties 

4.1. Legal framework 

 

The five parties that took seats in the Parliament in 2019, Servant of the People, Opposition 

Platform — For Life, the Batkivshchyna union, Holos, and European Solidarity used a variety of 

online methods to engage voters.  

https://www.facebook.com/InternetFreedomUA/videos/493354061518229/
https://www.oporaua.org/en/article/vybory/parlamentski-vybory/parlamentski-vybory-2019/FB_ad
https://www.oporaua.org/en/article/vybory/parlamentski-vybory/parlamentski-vybory-2019/FB_ad
https://www.ukrinform.ua/rubric-elections/2743081-bilse-polovini-partij-ta-ihnih-lideriv-vikoristovuut-u-fb-movu-vorozneci.html
https://hromadske.ua/posts/ya-bot-film-rozsliduvannya-pro-te-yak-pracyuyut-ukrayinski-botofermi-ta-hto-z-politikiv-koristuyetsya-yihnimi-poslugami
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For instance, they urged voters to subscribe to mailing lists, follow their social media accounts 

or join groups, join messenger channels, engage with messenger bots, or install mobile 

applications. Most of these mechanisms would provide subscribers with information about the 

party and its candidates, their election platform, and the latest news, as well as basic 

information about voting. In addition, some parties used their websites and social media to 

actively recruit members, volunteers, and candidates. 

Despite the growth in the use of online tools for campaigning, neither the electoral legislation in 

place during the 2019 elections nor the newly adopted Election Code contain regulations aimed 

at safeguarding the use of voters’ personal data. 

However, the Law of Ukraine “On the Protection of Personal Data” passed in 2010 sets 

mandatory requirements for all automated processing of personal data. These requirements 

should also apply to online voter data collection and processing practices used by political 

parties and candidates.  

Notably, this law established enhanced safeguards for the protection of personal data related to 

political beliefs and membership of political parties (Article 7). 

Thus, legal regulations stipulate that entities must notify the Parliament Commissioner for 

Human Rights (Ombudsman) about the processing of personal data, which poses a special risk 

to the rights and freedoms of personal data subjects (so-called sensitive data), in particular, 

data containing information about persons’ political, religious or ideological beliefs and 

membership in political parties and/or organizations, trade unions, religious organizations, or 

public organizations of an ideological orientation. Nevertheless, political parties and some types 

of civil society organizations are exempt from this requirement when the data concerns their 

members that willingly provided personal data to the organization. It is unclear, however, what 

should be done about the data of non-members, such as volunteers, supporters, and other 

voters, collected by the political parties during an election.  

In the course of writing this report, we submitted a formal request for information to the Office of 

the Ombudsman in Ukraine and received a response that none of the five Parliamentary parties 

provided such notification in 2019. Additionally, we have not found any public records indicating 

that such notifications were submitted by any of the five parties since the norm first came into 

effect in 2014.  

Nevertheless, based on these safeguards and other regulations, voters’ personal data should 

only be processed by political parties after the data subject provides unambiguous consent to 

the processing of their data and parties ensure its adequate protection and that the personal 

data is not transferred to a third party without the consent of the voter. 

Article 6 of the Law on Protection of Personal Data also establishes that the processing of 

personal data must be carried out for specific and legitimate purposes and with the consent of 

the data subject. The data subject should also be able to withdraw their consent to data 

processing or be able to consent to any changes to its original purpose.  

http://www.ombudsman.gov.ua/ua/page/zpd/povidomlennya/
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/v1_02715-14#n215
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Consent — the primary basis for electronic processing of personal voter data for political 

campaigns under the Personal Data Protection Law — must comply with the following 

principles and must be: 

● Voluntary — the voter should be able to decide at their own discretion what 

information they provide; 

● Unambiguous — implies the need to personally put the mark in the respective 

checkbox or manually enter personal data on the site; 

● Informed — the user must receive comprehensive information about what personal 

data will be processed, by whom, the purpose of processing, what methods and 

means will be applied, how this data will be used, whether it will be shared with others, 

and if it is, with whom and for what purpose. 

● Preliminary — processing of personal data should not be carried out until the instance 

of obtaining consent (for example, until the user ticks off the respective box on the 

website). 

 

Article 12 states that the user must obtain information about the entity that collects their data, 

the composition and content of collected data, the purpose of the collection, and the persons to 

whom the personal data is transferred at the time of such data collection. 

Article 24 provides for the obligation of those who process personal data to protect that data 

from accidental loss or destruction or from unlawful processing, including unlawful destruction or 

access to personal data. This indicates that parties must provide technical means for protecting 

their own sites in order to ensure the security and integrity of user data. 

 

4.2. Websites 

All five parties actively used their websites for recruitment of members, candidates, or 

volunteers by asking users to register online by providing their full name, contact information, 

place of residence, and more. Based on the online calculators of the Servant of the People and 

European Solidarity, at least 102,000 people registered with these two parties alone. 

Our analysis of the websites and social media accounts of five Parliamentary political parties 

indicates that none followed all of the requirements set in the Law on the Protection of Personal 

Data or fulfilled all of the principles of consent when engaging voters online.  

Only two parties (Holos and Servant of the People) offered users privacy policies outlining such 

details as what data was being collected about them and for what purpose, whether it could be 

shared with third parties, how it would be protected, or what users’ data rights were. Only three 
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of five parties asked for users’ explicit consent to process their personal data collected via 

online registration forms (Holos, European Solidarity, and Servant of the People).  

Two parties (European Solidarity and Batkivshchyna) invited users to join their mailing lists, with 

European Solidarity indicating that the data may also be used for “other” purposes but not 

providing much detail about what those might be. (It did, however, ask users to consent to the 

“other” use as well). Batkivshchyna used the MailChimp service to manage its mailing list but 

nowhere indicated that the emails would be transferred to a third-party service or asked for 

users’ consent. The Opposition Platform — For Life party, in turn, did not specify how the data 

provided by users under the generic “Join” section of the website would be utilized at all.  

Four of the five parties (the exception being European Solidarity) also used various analytical 

services that could track a person's activity across the web and share collected data with third 

parties, for instance, Google Analytics or HotJar. All five used cookies and trackers installed by 

social media platforms for advertising purposes, including Facebook, Twitter, and YouTube. 

Only the two parties whose websites had privacy policies attempted to inform users of such 

details. However, neither asked for users’ explicit consent to the use of cookies (even beyond 

those strictly necessary for the operations of the websites) or allowed them to opt out of their 

information being used for marketing and advertising purposes by other platforms. None of the 

websites notified users about the fact that they were providing their personal data for processing 

from the moment they first visited the websites.  

A simple inspection of the websites revealed some security issues that may indicate the breach 

of Art. 24, which ensures the security of user data. For instance, European Solidarity’s website 

established an unencrypted connection with a third-party service hosting its photo gallery, while 

the website of Opposition Platform — For Life used a simple HTTP protocol, meaning all data 

provided by website users was left accessible to anyone who might monitor the connection in a 

plain text format. 
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Summary table of our findings regarding five parties’ websites11 

Party Servant of the 

People (Слуга 

народу) 

European 
Solidarity 
(Європейська 
солідарність) 

Batkivshchyna 
union 
(Батьківщина) 

Opp Platform 
— For Life 
(Опозиційна 
платформа - 
За життя) 

Holos 
(Голос) 

URL https://sluga-
narodu.com/ 

https://eurosolid
arity.org/ 

https://ba.org.ua/ http://zagittya.
com.ua/ 

https://golos
zmin.org/ 

Invites users 
to provide 
personal 
data (name, 
address, 
telephone 
and such) 

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Has privacy 
policy 

✔    ✔ 

Asks users 
to consent to 
data 
collection 
and/or 
processing  

✔ ✔   ✔ 

Uses Google 
Analytics 

✔  ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Uses 
Facebook’s 
or other 
social media 
trackers 

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Uses other 
cookies  

✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ 

Potential 
security 
issues12 

     ✔ 

 

✔ ✔ ✔ 

 

 
11 Tracker and cookie detection performed with the use of Ghostery, Cookiebot, Chrome cookie view 
function, and manual website code review.  
12 Only a limited analysis of websites’ security was performed since complete analysis would require 
backdoor access to parties’ websites.   

https://sluga-narodu.com/
https://sluga-narodu.com/
https://eurosolidarity.org/
https://eurosolidarity.org/
https://ba.org.ua/
http://zagittya.com.ua/
http://zagittya.com.ua/
https://goloszmin.org/
https://goloszmin.org/
https://www.ghostery.com/
https://www.cookiebot.com/
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A more detailed overview of each website is provided below. 

The Servant of the People (Слуга народу) party was one of two Parliamentary parties, 

alongside Holos (Голос), that provided its supporters with detailed privacy policies on the 

party’s website and the only one of five which requested users to both accept the policies and 

explicitly consent to processing their personal data by ticking a separate box. Both options 

remained available on the “Join” page of the party’s website as of February 2020 (see Image 6).  

Image 6: The “Join” section of Servant of the People’s website inviting users to register with the party, screenshot 

24.02.2020 

The party recruited volunteers, members, and candidates online. On the “Join” page of the 

website, users were invited to provide rather extensive information about themselves, including 

their full name, telephone number, e-mail address, and the full address of a declared place of 

residence (Images 7-8). In some instances, additional personal information was collected, such 

as from volunteers registering to observe elections or serve on election commissions. As of July 

16, 2019, 50,665 people had already filled out the registration form according to the website's 

online calculator. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AX-tBICfGLg&vl=ru
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     Image 7: Servant of the People’s website,                           Image 8: Servant of the People’s website “Join” section  
     “Join” section fields for entry of personal data,                              fields for entry of personal data (continued),  
                        screenshot 16.07.2019                                                                screenshot 16.07.2019   

 

Servant’s Privacy Policy (version as of May 25, 2019) outlined the ways and types of 

information collection about users (i.e., information provided by users upon registration, data 

collected from visitors via Google Analytics, and data collected through cookies), collection 

purpose, and instances in which the information could be shared with third parties. It also 

outlined the rights of users regarding their data, for example, the right to access the data 

collected about them by the party. Although the Privacy Policy notes that “Data that is being 

collected via Cookie files cannot be disclosed to third parties. This data will not be transferred to 

third parties in an unauthorized manner,” the website allows for third-party cookies that track 

users’ activity across the web and shares the information with such platforms as Facebook. As 

mentioned above, users were not informed about this at the moment they visited the website, 

but only if/when they read the Privacy Policy.  

European Solidarity (Європейська солідарність) appears to have had two websites during 

the election campaign, with only one appearing in the description of its official Facebook page 

and the other redirecting us to the “main” site upon attempts to access its archived version. 

Therefore, we only inspected what we deemed to be the “main” site, through which the party 

also collected voter information. Thus, on this website, Solidarity operated only one registration 

form, asking users to provide their full name, a telephone number, and an email address (see 

Image 9). Upon submission of the form, users had to tick a box confirming their understanding 

that the data they provided was correct and could be used “for mailing and other [purposes].” 

Nowhere on the website could we find a clarification for what these other purposes may have 

entailed or further details about the party’s use of visitors’ personal data, which violates the 

principles of consent outlined above. The website did not appear to use Google Analytics during 

the analysis, but it allowed marketing cookies from Twitter. As of the July 21, 2019, election day 

52,627 users had filled out the “Join!” form, according to the party’s own tracker.  

  

https://sluga-narodu.com/join
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Image 9: European Solidarity’s website, “Join!” registration form with consent box, screenshot 15.07.2019  
 

Batkivshchyna’s (Батьківщина) website offered users an option to “Join” by becoming a party 

member or a volunteer and to subscribe to its mailing list. Volunteers could register online by 

providing their full name, a phone number, their region of residence, and whatever additional 

information about themselves they deemed relevant (Image 10), with the form distinguishing 

between mandatory and non-mandatory fields. Prospective party members could provide similar 

information about themselves online and were also required to deliver a filled-out paper 

application to the nearest party office. Before registering, they were invited to review the party’s 

statute and its election platform.  
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                      Image 10: Batkivshchyna’s website, “Become a volunteer” registration page, archived 21.07.2019,        
                                                                         screenshot 4.03.2020 
 

Those who wished to subscribe to the mailing list had to simply enter their email address. Upon 

submission, they would see a standard MailChimp disclaimer confirming that their address had 

been registered in the electronic mailing service (Image 11). Although the act of personally filling 

out such a form implies a user doing so voluntarily and with an understanding of the purpose, 

nowhere did the party inform them how the data would be processed from users that filled out a 

“form,” nor could we find anything resembling a privacy policy on the website. Retrospective 

inspection of the website’s archived versions indicates that it used Google Analytics, and current 

analysis showed a number of cookies associated with other social media platforms (such as 

YouTube).  
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 Image 11: Batkivshchyna’s website, mailing list sign up confirmation from Mailchimp, screenshot 21.07.2019 

 

Opposition Platform — For Life (Опозиційна платформа - За життя) operates two websites, 

but only one of them was (and remained) active during elections, while the second appears to 

be under construction and asks visitors to refer to the active one. Hence, this report analyzes 

only the active site. 

During the campaign period, the “Join” button on the website opened a pop-up registration form 

asking users to provide their full name, a telephone number, their city of residence, and a few 

words about themselves. It was unclear in what capacity one would “join” by filling out the form 

(Images 12-13).  

  

       Image 12: Opposition Platform — For Life,                    Image 13: Opposition Platform — For Life, “Join” section 

     “Join” section with a pop up registration form,                            registration confirmation, screenshot 16.07.2019    
                   screenshot 16.07.2019    
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A retrospective analysis of the website (version archived on Feb. 24, 2019) uncovered a 

separate option to join the party via an online registration form that asked for more detailed 

information (although we could not confirm that this option was enabled during the election 

period). In order to become a member, a user had to provide rather detailed information about 

themselves, including their full name, exact address of residence, occupation, date of birth, a 

telephone number, and an email address and would need to confirm their intention in a separate 

field. Most fields were marked as mandatory (Images 14-15). The party noted that the user was 

to familiarize themselves with its statute and platform before applying. 

 

Image 14: Opposition Platform — For Life, Member registration page with fields for entering personal data, archived 

26.02.2019, screenshot 4.03.2019 
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Image 15: Opposition Platform — For Life, Member registration page with fields for entering personal data 

(continued), archived 26.02.2019, screenshot 4.03.2019 

 
Retrospective analysis also indicated that the website had been using Google Analytics and a 
tracker from the Ukrainian entertainment portal and email service provider Bigmir.net. Nowhere 
on the website could we find a privacy policy or a consent box regarding processing visitors’ 
personal data.  
 
The Holos (Голос) party offered the most detailed Privacy Policy out of the two that did from the 

five analyzed for this report. It is currently unavailable on the party’s website. Therefore, we 

analyzed the version archived on Election Day, July 21, 2019. For instance, the policy covered 

which data was and was not being collected, for what purpose, and the duration of storage for 

such data. Additionally, it listed third-party analytical services and cookies in use (including 

those by Facebook, Twitter, and other social media platforms, Google Analytics services, and 

others) and even instructed users how to disable them. Finally, the party outlined the rights of 

users regarding their data, for example, the right to access data collected by the party about 

themselves. We could not retrospectively confirm which trackers were being used during the 

election period; currently, the website uses the analytical services of Google Analytics and 

Hotjar as well as cookies operated by Facebook that track the behavior of the user across the 

web for advertisement purposes. However, the user would only become aware of this if they 

were to read the privacy policy and not immediately upon visiting the website. 

During the active campaign period, the party recruited members, candidates, and volunteers 

online (Image 16), including election observers (Image 17).  

https://goloszmin.org/storage/app/media/policy/policy.docx
https://web.archive.org/web/20190721233735/https:/goloszmin.org/storage/app/media/policy/policy.docx
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 Image 16: Holos website, “Join” section listing options of applying to become a party member, a majoritarian party 
candidate, or a party list candidate, archived 21.07.2019, screenshot 4.03.2020 

 

 

 Image 17: Holos website, registration form to become an observer, screenshot 16.07.2019 
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All users were first asked to complete a generic registration form by providing their region and 

city of residence, name, telephone number, and email address. Once registered, they could 

access an internal version of the website using their login credentials. The same generic 

registration form was still available on the website as of March 2020 (Image 18).  

 

 Image 18: Holos website, a generic registration form for “joining” a party with fields to allow the user to enter their 
region and city of residence, name, phone number, and email address, screenshot 4.03.2020 

 

 

4.2.1. Website security 

A limited analysis of the websites found several issues that could present a potential problem, 

given that all five parties used their websites to collect personal and sensitive data from their 

supporters. A complete analysis would require backdoor access to parties’ websites; hence, we 

can only speculate about the risks these issues could have posed to the websites at the time of 

elections. 
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Summary table of our findings regarding security of the five parties’ websites 

Party Servant of 
the People 
(Слуга 
народу)   

European 
Solidarity 
(Європейська 
солідарність) 

Batkivshchyna 
union 
(Батьківщина) 

Opp Platform 
— For Life 
(Опозиційна 
платформа – 
За життя) 

Holos (Голос) 

URL https://sluga-
narodu.com/ 

https://eurosoli
darity.org/ 

https://ba.org.ua/ http://zagittya.c
om.ua/ 

https://goloszm
in.org/ 

Potential 
security 
issues 

None found ● Photo gallery 
webpage 
loaded and 
requests 
were made to 
third party 
hosts without 
encryption. 

● Used older 
Wordpress 
version 5.2.1 
with known at 
the time XSS 
vulnerability, 
according to 
archived 
version of the 
website as of 
July 2019  

● Used older 
version of 
JQuiry  - 
JavaScript 
library, 
according to 
the archived 
version of the 
website as of 
July 2019.  

● Used outdated 
Jquery UI 
version 1.1.11 
with known 
XSS 
vulnerability(ac
cording to the 
archived 
version of the 
website as of 
July 2019). 

● Unsecured 
connections 
(website 
does not use 
https 
protocol). 

● Used CMS 
that may 
have been 
vulnerable 
to a number 
of attacks, 
including 
XSS and 
RCE in the 
past.  

● Uses a 
severely 
outdated 
webserver 
Apache 
2.4.29 with 
one of the 
critical CVE. 

 

Opposition Platform — For Life’s website was using a non-encrypted HTTP protocol, which is 

considered to be insecure, potentially leaving all data submitted by users online visible to 

unauthorized parties should they monitor the connection. The Common Vulnerabilities and 

Exposures (CVE) database indicates that the server software was somewhat outdated during 

our review in May of 2020 but did not point to any other issues during elections. However, the 

connection to the website remained unencrypted at the time of writing this report. 

https://sluga-narodu.com/
https://sluga-narodu.com/
https://eurosolidarity.org/
https://eurosolidarity.org/
https://ba.org.ua/
http://zagittya.com.ua/
http://zagittya.com.ua/
https://goloszmin.org/
https://goloszmin.org/
https://eurosolidarity.org/%d1%84%d0%be%d1%82%d0%be-%d0%b2%d1%96%d0%b4%d0%b5%d0%be/
https://eurosolidarity.org/%d1%84%d0%be%d1%82%d0%be-%d0%b2%d1%96%d0%b4%d0%b5%d0%be/
https://web.archive.org/web/20190721151706/http:/zagittya.com.ua/
https://www.cvedetails.com/vulnerability-list/vendor_id-45/product_id-66/version_id-326213/Apache-Http-Server-2.4.39.html
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The archived version of the European Solidarity website as of July 21, 2029, indicated usage 

of the older WordPress version 5.2.1, an XSS vulnerability known at the time, which could allow 

unauthorized third parties to trick users into providing their personal data. However, this 

vulnerability could be mitigated by website administrators. The same applies to an older version 

of JQuiry, version 1.12.14 - JavaScript library. 

The archived version of Batkivshchyna’s website as of July 21, 2019, showed usage of 

outdated Jquery UI version 1.1.11 with the known XSS vulnerability. Other known vulnerabilities 

may have led to denial of service but not to a user data/input compromise. 

The CMS used by Holos’s website may have been vulnerable to a number of attacks, including 

XSS and RCE in the past. However, the exact vulnerabilities remain unknown to us. Our review 

in May of 2020 revealed that the party was using a severely outdated Apache 2.4.29 webserver 

with one of the critical CVEs. Additionally, historical DNS data shows that from May 1, 2019, till 

November 15, 2019, the party hosted their website on a shared hosting platform provided by 

OVH, which made them especially exposed to the mentioned vulnerability. 

The Law on Protection of Personal Data stipulates that increased safeguards should be applied 

to personal data indicating persons’ political views or affiliations (Article 7). Additionally, Article 

24 provides for the obligation of entities that process personal data to protect such data against 

accidental loss or destruction and from unlawful processing, including unlawful destruction or 

access to personal data. Thus, political parties should ensure the security of their websites that 

would realistically prevent voters’ data from being intercepted or lost.  

We may speculate that such protection would entail the use of secure protocols, updated 

software, and so on. However, the law does not define the exact security measures that should 

be put in place, nor does it clarify, akin to the GDPR13, that the measures should be 

“appropriate” to the risks presented by the processing of such data. In turn, the parties are left to 

their own devices when it comes to website security or the security of other online tools. Given 

that many competing priorities amidst finite resources are a defining feature of any election 

campaign, it is somewhat predictable that implementing security measures may not always take 

precedence. Additionally, there is a low awareness of digital security’s importance during an 

election, and only a few resources are freely available to all political parties that provide basic 

guidelines on digital security for campaigns or offer checklists for ensuring website security.  

Notably, four days after the elections, the Holos (Голос) party announced that its CRM server 

experienced a cyber-attack by a loose group of hacker-activists called the Ukrainian Cyber 

Alliance (UCA), best known for hacking Russia-backed militants in Ukraine’s Donbas region, 

attacking Russian online propaganda platforms, and leaking the emails of high-ranked Kremlin 

political operative Valdislav Surkov. It appears that an attack against Holos was an “unofficial” 

penetration test, carried out within the framework of the ongoing #FuckResponsibleDisclousure 

campaign aimed at publicly shaming Ukrainian public officials for not implementing appropriate 

 
13 The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) is a regulation in EU law on data protection and 
privacy in the European Union and the European Economic Area. 

https://web.archive.org/web/20190721225317/https:/eurosolidarity.org/
https://web.archive.org/web/20190721220002/http:/ba.org.ua/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2016-7103/
https://www.cvedetails.com/cve/CVE-2019-0211/
https://ico.org.uk/for-organisations/guide-to-data-protection/guide-to-the-general-data-protection-regulation-gdpr/security/
https://www.belfercenter.org/CyberPlaybook
https://www.belfercenter.org/CyberPlaybook
https://owasp.org/www-project-top-ten/
https://owasp.org/www-project-top-ten/
https://www.facebook.com/GolosZmin/photos/a.318596142141896/355304505137726/?type=3
https://rusi.org/publication/occasional-papers/surkov-leaks-inner-workings-russias-hybrid-war-ukraine
https://informnapalm.org/en/activists-publish-results-fuckresponsibledisclosure-campaign/
https://informnapalm.org/en/activists-publish-results-fuckresponsibledisclosure-campaign/
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cyber security measures. Both were rather transparent about the whole ordeal, with Holos 

promptly revealing the details to the public (Image 19), noting that they were still investigating 

whether any personal details of users were leaked online and UCA confirming that discovered 

vulnerabilities were promptly patched by the party (Image 20). 

 

Image 19: Holos Facebook announcement about the hack, screenshot 29.07.2019 

 

 
Image 20: Facebook post of a self-proclaimed UCA “Press-secretary” describing the attack, screenshot 29.07.2019  
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The incident makes it even more evident that, given the nature of personal data collected by the 

parties in 2019 and the extent of their digital campaigning, the consequences of a cyber-breach 

could be substantial. Those with fewer resources dedicated tow security are left particularly 

vulnerable to attacks. 

 

4.3. Other methods of data collection during digital campaigning: 

Facebook, Google forms, mailing lists, petitions, etc. 

All five parties actively campaigned on social media, especially Facebook — on which every 

party ran an official page, sometimes accompanied by a cohort of semi-official or unofficial 

pages and groups (i.e., regional pages, pages of party leaders, fan pages, or pages of individual 

candidates). Parties used social media to engage voters, in particular, by asking them to provide 

some information about themselves that could later be used for campaigning, such as targeted 

online advertising or e-mail outreach. 

Such means of engagement included encouraging users to subscribe to parties’ mailing list, 

register for various events or activities by filling out a Google form, sign up for a Facebook event 

or create their own, sign an online petition, or follow a link to a website to apply to become a 

party member or a volunteer. At least two parties (Batkivshchyna and Servant of the People) 

activated the “Sign Up” button on their Facebook pages. 

According to Facebook political ad library data collected and analyzed by an election watchdog 

OPORA,14 Holos (Голос) published the most posts calling on their supporters to register for an 

event on Facebook or via Google forms or a website.  

While on their websites several parties published privacy policies or requested users to consent 

to processing their personal data, fewer and less consistent attempts to do the same were made 

when collecting data via social media or other customizable tools (i.e. Google forms, online 

petitions, or emailing software).  

According to Facebook’s own data analyzed by OPORA, Servant of the People (Слуга 

народу) spent about 47,000 US dollars on targeted political advertisements on the platform, 

targeting more women than men with a wide geographic focus (Image 21).  

  

 
14 According to Facebook monitoring by OPORA, report publication pending. 

http://fb.oporaua.org/
http://fb.oporaua.org/
http://fb.oporaua.org/
https://www.oporaua.org/en/article/vybory/parlamentski-vybory/parlamentski-vybory-2019/FB_ad
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Image 21: Servant of the People political ads on Facebook during 2019 Parliamentary elections, infographic by 
OPORA 

 

At the same time, of those, we found only three ads on the party’s official page calling on 

supporters to register and report an issue of concern in their locality to a respective candidate 

via a mobile app or a website, costing the party between 300 and 1,500 US dollars. (More ads 

about the app ran on the party's regional and candidates’ pages, however).  

Nevertheless, the party’s majoritarian candidates that also used Facebook’s advertising 

services often encouraged their supporters to register as event attendees, volunteers, or 

election observers via self-created Google forms. In such cases, some candidates included a 

lengthy disclaimer referencing Ukraine’s personal data protection norms (Images 22-24), while 

others simply required users to tick a consent to data processing box (Image 25), and yet others 

made  no such efforts (Image 26). 

  

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScIvLlunyIT6dpgENgXy2sS1MMpozDGMoj87eRbxrHPzxRTUw/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScIvLlunyIT6dpgENgXy2sS1MMpozDGMoj87eRbxrHPzxRTUw/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfHxZmCkJBE8jHCMIyH3MahJwbf8FXAxhSmn0TyR_ivBvfeuw/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeU0wBAeajZ7fr5Xn0YdPAYUE838j6mipqmmpq7V6QBXJ1eFA/viewform
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Images 22, 23: Servant of the People District 220 candidate’s Google form used for registering campaign volunteers 
during 2019 Parliamentary elections, screenshot 7.05.2020. 

 

 
Image 24: Servant of the People District 220 candidate’s Google form used for registering campaign volunteers 

during 2019 Parliamentary elections (continued), screenshot 7.05.2020. 
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       Image 25: Servant of the People District 68           Image 26: Servant of the People District 84 candidate’s 
candidate’s Google form used for registering campaign        Google form used for registering campaign volunteers 
volunteers during 2019 Parliamentary elections,                during 2019 Parliamentary elections, screenshot 8.05.2020. 

screenshot 8.05.2020    
 

Servant also utilized the “Sign up” button on its Facebook page to lead users to the “Join” 

section of the party’s website described above (Image 27). 

 

Image 27: “Sign Up” button on the Servant of the People party’s official Facebook page, screenshot 19.03.2020  
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European Solidarity (Європейська солідарність) also actively campaigned on Facebook, 

spending over 200,000 US dollars on political ads on the platform, targeting slightly more 

women than men and prioritizing western and central Ukraine (Image 28).  

 

Image 28: European Solidarity’s political ads on Facebook during 2019 Parliamentary elections, infographic by 
OPORA 

 
Although we could not confirm whether the party used the “call-to-action” button on its page at 

any point of the campaign, it urged supporters to join via the website and sign up for its 

accounts on other social media platforms (Image 29). However, we found no promoted posts 

urging supporters to register with the party or otherwise leave their personal data on the party's 

official page and two affiliated pages that ran political ads on its behalf (Petro Poroshenko’s 

page and European Solidarity Lviv page).  
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Image 29: July 6, 2019, European Solidarity’s Facebook post calling supporters to join via website and other social 
media platforms, screenshot 16.03.2020 

 

Nevertheless, on at least one occasion, Solidarity called on its supporters to sign an online 

petition urging the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe to cancel Russia’s 

membership and voting rights. At the time of writing this report, 41,561 persons had signed the 

petition started by the party, which means that it receives personal information provided by each 

signatory, in line with Change.org’s privacy policy. While Change.org believes it is necessary to 

share such information with petition creators to demonstrate the legitimacy of the signatures, 

initiating online petitions can also be utilized to collect data about the supporters of the cause 

and later used at their own discretion (for instance, to contact users that provided their email 

addresses independently of the petition platform). 

Batkivshchyna (Батьківщина) came in fourth in terms of Facebook advertising expenses with 

about 72,000 US dollars (Image 30). The ads targeted more women than men, spread more or 

less evenly in terms of geographic focus. Looking at the party’s ads (run by its leader Yulia 

Tymoshenko and an affiliated fan page), we found no promoted posts urging supporters to 

register with the party or otherwise leave their personal data.  

https://www.change.org/p/%D0%B3%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%BC%D0%B0%D0%B4%D1%8F%D0%BD%D0%B8-%D1%83%D0%BA%D1%80%D0%B0%D1%97%D0%BD%D0%B8-%D0%BF%D0%B5%D1%82%D0%B8%D1%86%D1%96%D1%8F-%D0%B4%D0%BE-%D0%BF%D0%B0%D1%80%D1%94-%D1%82%D0%B0-%D0%B2%D1%96%D0%B4%D0%BF%D0%BE%D0%B2%D1%96%D0%B4%D0%BD%D0%B8%D1%85-%D1%94%D0%B2%D1%80%D0%BE%D0%BF%D0%B5%D0%B9%D1%81%D1%8C%D0%BA%D0%B8%D1%85-%D1%96%D0%BD%D1%81%D1%82%D0%B8%D1%82%D1%83%D1%86%D1%96%D0%B9?recruiter=981261296&utm_source=share_petition&utm_medium=copylink&utm_campaign=share_petition
https://www.change.org/policies/privacy#3
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Image 30: Batkivshchyna political ads on Facebook during 2019 Parliamentary elections, infographic by OPORA 
 

The party used Facebook’s “Call-to-Action” button on its main page to prompt users to sign up 

to its MailChimp mailing list, the same function it enabled on its website and similarly without 

detailing how it would process user data. Notably, MailChimp’s GDPR-compliant privacy policies 

and functionality include specific consent boxes pertaining to users’ personal data (for example, 

allowing for opt-in consent from users and letting organization utilizing the software explain how 

they would use the data). But those functions either remained unavailable to Ukrainian users or 

were not enabled by Batkivshchyna (Image 31).  

  

https://mailchimp.com/help/about-the-general-data-protection-regulation/
https://mailchimp.com/help/about-the-general-data-protection-regulation/
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Image 31: Batkyvshchyna’s Mailchimp registration form connected to Facebook’s “Call-to-Action” button, screenshot 
17.03.2020 

 
Opposition Platform—For Life (Опозиційна платформа - За життя) — while the least active 

on social media—has, nevertheless, spent over 40,000 US dollars on online political 

advertising, targeting Facebook users of over 35 years old (Image 32).  

 

Image 32: Opposition Platform — For Life political ads on Facebook during 2019 Parliamentary elections, infographic 

by OPORA  
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At the same time, we could find no promoted posts that linked directly to its “Join” section or 

prompt users to register with the party in some other way, run by the party’s official page or an 

affiliated fan page (Boyko — Prime Minister).  

Holos (Голос) spent the most on political advertising on Facebook, over 230,000 US dollars 

(Image 33), targeting the youngest audience of all parties. At least 262 promoted posts on the 

party's official Facebook page called on the supporters to register for something by providing 

their personal data, at the cost of at least 41.6 thousand US dollars.  

 

Image 33: Holos’s political ads on Facebook during 2019 Parliamentary elections, infographic by OPORA 
 

Thus, the party frequently posted links to the registration forms on the website described above 

and actively focused on mobilizing supporters to campaign on its behalf online. It also urged its 

supporters to join the party’s offline events and campaigning activities, recruiting participants via 

Facebook events or Google forms. The Google form-based applications for volunteering, an 

opening of party-branded co-working space, an application to head the co-working space, or the 

organization of a Holos-themed party that we were able to recover at the time of this research 

did not contain any reference to Holos’s privacy policies nor asked applicants to consent to 

personal data processing (Images 34-35).  

  

https://goloszmin.org/digital-kit
https://web.archive.org/web/20200502213201/https:/docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeqZRqAYVUQnZBFz0lEjlBLeDI3BCP9nbFTpSI2OvU7Pu8hLQ/viewform
https://web.archive.org/web/20190721222823/https:/docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSeRIm9zwkE8x6jhdF3E0ufbJVtZ0w6bM4ecxmcsu_Xi8iylrg/viewform?usp=send_form
https://web.archive.org/web/20190721223728/https:/docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfnbb4tGTtC9AV7sO2qj9ejVNX6O_5O0gXCcVQGjz0VeGYMDw/viewform?usp=send_form
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Image 34 Holos party’s Google form-based volunteer           Image 35: Holos party’s Google form-based volunteer                                                          

registration form, screenshot 22.03.2020                                registration form (continued), screenshot 22.03.2020 

 

4.4. Messengers and chatbots 

As noted earlier, the 2019 election cycle brought messenger applications such as Telegram to 

the forefront of parties’ and candidates’ online activity. Four of the five parties reviewed in this 

report used Telegram channels or groups for online voter outreach, and at least one used Viber. 

Another new feature of 2019’s online engagement practices included the use of chatbots. 

While Telegram channels were used for one-way communication with voters (mostly pushing 

updates about the parties/candidates and their activities), the messenger’s API allowed third-

party developers to create chat bots — automated Telegram apps for users to interact with. By 

engaging with such apps, users inevitably send some of their data to respective developers. 

The data, such as public account data and the contents of the messages, is shared with the 

developers during interaction with the bot. In its privacy policy, Telegram notes that other than 

its own bots, third-party bot developers and their apps are completely independent from the 

service and should ask users for permission before they access their data or users make it 

available to them. 

Servant of the People and Holos both actively used Telegram chat bots during the 2019 

campaign. For instance, Servant of the People used them to answer frequently asked questions 

about the party and its candidates and to crowdsource reports about election irregularities or 

alleged “fakes.” We interacted with two of these bots belonging to different parties, with one of 

them asking for the voting district of the user to provide information about the respective 

https://telegram.org/privacy
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candidates. Neither of the bots provided any information about data collection or asked for 

permission (Image 36).  

Holos also used Telegram chat bots during the campaign. In particular, the party was the first to 

create an open Telegram bot to crowdsource reports about election irregularities from both 

accredited observers and regular citizens. When interacting, the party’s bot repeatedly asked a 

user to “register.” Further interaction, however, continued without any information about data 

collection or asking for user consent (Image 37).  

                         

       Image 36: Servant of the People’s FAQ                                     Image 37: Holos’s election observation Telegram        
         Telegram bot, screenshot 16.07.2020                                                      bot, screenshot 19.07.2020 

 

5. Other sources of citizens’ personal data 

A number of official and non-official databases and registries of citizen’s personal data exist in 

Ukraine. They include government registries compiled and administered by the state for the 

purposes of providing public services, consumer databases, and constructed data sets of a 

commercial nature whose origin is not always evident. A number of incidents when state and 

private databases have been found to be offered for sale online indicate that the protection of 

personal citizens’ data by public and commercial institutions still leaves much to be desired.  

https://goloszmin.org/news/pro-porushennya-agitaciyi-mozhna-informuvati-za-dopomogoyu-telegram-bota
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Although we found no clear evidence that political parties used such data in their 2019 

campaign or tried to acquire additional data on voters from data traders, election observers 

recorded cases of illegal collection and use of personal data and targeting of voters according to 

data they did not provide to any political. force during campaigning. However, at present, parties 

appear to be more reliant on data on their members and supporters that they have collected on 

their own, even if such data collection practices sometimes breach the existing legal framework 

 

5.1. State Voter Registry 

Perhaps a major database of voter information is Ukraine’s State Registry of Voters. The 

Registry is an automated, centralized national database created by the Central Election 

Commission (CEC) to account for all voters nationwide in 2009, comprised of such data as the 

voter’s full name, date and place of birth, declared place of residence, and other personal data 

of all persons that are of 18 years of age or older and are otherwise granted suffrage according 

to the law. The database is maintained by a special body within CEC with the use of appropriate 

security measures and allows for real-time updates as well as provides for the creation of voter 

lists for elections and referenda of all levels. Citizens’ personal data is automatically included 

into the registry upon them reaching voting age, resulting in over 30 million records.  

The Law of Ukraine on the State Registry of Voters provides mechanisms for public scrutiny, 

among them the right of a voter to review their personal information (both online and offline) and 

request changes if needed. The registry is also available for public scrutiny to registered 

Presidential candidates and political parties represented in the Parliament no later than 60 days 

before a scheduled election. The latest procedure prescribed by the CEC foresees providing an 

electronic copy of the complete registry data on a secured optical storage device to an 

authorized party representative or a candidate in order for them to audit created voter lists, and 

only for that purpose, in full compliance with the legislation on the protection of information and 

personal data. According to the same procedure, one designated representative per 

Parliamentary party or a Presidential candidate personally then may scrutinize the data on the 

premises of the CEC, during its working hours, using the equipment and specialized software 

provided by the commission, and without the right to create full or partial copies of the data in 

any form, including with the use of photo or video equipment.  

Naturally, such strict procedure renders scrutinizing a database of over 30 million records in any 

meaningful way impossible. As famously claimed by one of the 2019 Presidential candidates, he 

would need over 6,000 years to personally audit the registry’s data under the conditions 

stipulated above, all under the auspices that otherwise the data may be sold or leaked to an 

adversary. Election observers, in turn, called on the CEC to provide depersonalized registry 

data in a machine-readable format, enabling wide public scrutiny and dispelling concerns about 

possible manipulations with voter lists from the side of the authorities or election contestants. 

Nevertheless, a court ruling has recognized such limited access to the registry to be within the 

norms of the law, since it is predicated on security considerations.  

https://www.oporaua.org/news/vybory/parlamentski-vybory/parlamentski-vybory-2019/19046-luganshchina-zbir-personalnikh-danikh-v-obmin-na-sotsialni-karti-vid-kandidativ-z-komandi-sergiia-shakhova
https://www.oporaua.org/news/vybory/parlamentski-vybory/parlamentski-vybory-2019/18996-lutsk-vibortsiv-zaproshuiut-na-zustrichi-z-kandidatom-za-nomerami-iz-bazi-sotsopituvannia
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/698-16
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/v0074359-14
https://www.drv.gov.ua/ords/portal/!cm_core.cm_index?option=ext_static_page&ppg_id=112
https://zakon.rada.gov.ua/laws/show/v0074359-14#n14
https://thebabel.com.ua/news/25104-gricenko-podav-v-sud-na-centrviborchkom-cherez-dostup-do-reyestru-viborciv
https://www.ndi.org/sites/default/files/Joint%20NDI%20EP%20PEAM%20Statement%20-%20Nov%2017%202018%20UKR%20FINAL.pdf
https://www.ndi.org/sites/default/files/Joint%20NDI%20EP%20PEAM%20Statement%20-%20Nov%2017%202018%20UKR%20FINAL.pdf
https://hromadske.ua/posts/sered-porushen-na-viborah-ochikuyutsya-golosuvannya-za-tih-hto-ne-zhive-za-reyestraciyeyu-opora
http://reyestr.court.gov.ua/Review/79614875
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The security of the registry’s website was also probed by one of Ukraine’s Cyber Alliance 

hackers in 2018, when he found it to be vulnerable to a cross-site scripting (XSS) attack. While 

the vulnerability did not appear to be critical, CEC members themselves admitted to the lack of 

qualified IT/cyber security personnel among civil servants due to a large pay gap between the 

public and commercial sectors.  

5.2. Leaks, hacks, and security concerns 

Concerns about the security and integrity of personal citizen data collected and processed by 

public and commercial institutions have been raised in other contexts as well. In a 2019 

interview, then future Minister of Digital Transformation of Ukraine Mykhailo Fedorov alluded to 

certain state registries being controlled by criminal authorities—an “obstacle” in the way of the 

new government’s ambitious plan to digitize public services. Law enforcement authorities have 

also investigated cases of confidential state datasets being traded on ”dark” websites, such as 

the database of Ukraine’s Customs Service. Meanwhile, journalists have uncovered online 

bulletin boards with dozens of datasets containing consumer data available for purchase, such 

as the database of 18 million clients of Ukraine’s largest logistics company or clients of one of 

the largest Ukrainian banks, with some data traders offering to compile custom databases 

containing full names, telephone numbers, gender, and email addresses upon request. 

Although we have no possibility to verify the authenticity of some of the datasets still available 

online, the file names suggest that they may have originated from state bodies or major 

commercial entities of Ukraine. One recent media investigation into the issue concluded that 

data from a unified state demographic registry and the 2014 version of the state voter registry 

can be found in the illegally traded datasets.   

While the general public has not been bothered by such “revelations” beyond receiving 

unsolicited mass SMS advertising, many state databases contain potentially sensitive personal 

and commercial information. The recent incident in Novi Sanzhary demonstrates how 

unsolicited access to thousands of telephone numbers of residents of a particular territory may 

be used to disseminate disinformation, instigate mass panic, and provoke unrest through the 

massively popular messenger app Viber and other social networks. 

5.3. Semi-legal or illegal sources  

Additionally, Ukrainian legislation does not explicitly prohibit combining personal data on 

citizens from various open sources, including, for example, government registries available 

through open data regulations, job seeker databases, and social networks. Enterprises have 

appeared that offer all supposedly publicly available data about physical persons or entities, or 

provide the “service” of combining separate pieces of data.  

A Telegram bot @info_baza developed in 2019 ties a telephone number to a person’s name or 

vice versa and searches for other personal data associated with an email, a photo of a person’s 

face, or a car plate (Image 38). The bot does it for free or in exchange for another telephone 

http://ifesukraine.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/05/IFES-Ukraine-Cybersecurity-in-Elections-Playbook-v1-2019-04-08-Ukr.pdf
https://tech.liga.net/technology/interview/didjital-strateg-zelenskogo-za-kajdym-reestrom-est-smotryaschiy-ot-kriminala
https://interfax.com.ua/news/general/574332.html
https://gazeta.ua/articles/science/_u-merezhi-znajshli-povnu-bazu-danih-kliyentiv-novoyi-poshti/819108
https://www.radiosvoboda.org/a/29086748.html
https://tech.liga.net/technology/article/v-telegram-prodayut-900-gb-personalnyh-dannyh-ukraintsev-otkuda-dannye-i-chto-delat
https://texty.org.ua/articles/100356/specoperaciya-imeni-portnova-ta-shariya-yak-rozhanyaly-paniku-v-novyh-sanzharah-i-hto-za-cym-stoyit/
https://opendatabot.ua/
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number (or several) from a user’s phonebook (expectedly, without requesting consent of the 

owner), while a larger dataset requires a modest payment of 50 US dollars. The creators of the 

bot, whose identity remains undisclosed, insist their original data was collected from open job 

seeker websites, but there are indicators some of it may have also come from leaked consumer 

databases. It is also not inconceivable that instead of leaking the whole databases, active 

employees of state bodies or private enterprises could sell bits and pieces of data they have 

been authorized to access on the side, as in cases previously uncovered by Ukraine’s law 

enforcement authorities.  

 

Image 38. Possible data request options from @Info_baza Telegram bot. Screenshot 03.09.2019 

At the time of writing this report, another anonymously created Telegram bot called @UA_Baza 

appeared, offering even more detailed information about millions of citizens for sale, including 

such sensitive details as passport numbers, personal identification codes, declared places of 

residence, social media passwords, and even bank details. This list indicates that such data 

could not have been collected from sources openly available online (Image 39). Moreover, the 

https://itc.ua/news/telegram-bot-vyidayot-imya-i-familiyu-ukraintsev-po-mobilnomu-nomeru/
https://itc.ua/news/telegram-bot-vyidayot-imya-i-familiyu-ukraintsev-po-mobilnomu-nomeru/
https://cyberpolice.gov.ua/news/kiberpolicziya-vykryla-spivrobitnyczyu-banku-u-prodazhi-konfidenczijnoyi-informacziyi-4165/
https://cyberpolice.gov.ua/news/kiberpolicziya-vykryla-spivrobitnyczyu-banku-u-prodazhi-konfidenczijnoyi-informacziyi-4165/
https://nv.ua/ukraine/events/utechka-dannyh-telegram-bot-kak-mogut-ispolzovat-chuzhuyu-informaciyu-diya-novosti-ukrainy-50087866.html
https://nv.ua/ukraine/events/utechka-dannyh-telegram-bot-kak-mogut-ispolzovat-chuzhuyu-informaciyu-diya-novosti-ukrainy-50087866.html
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bot directed users to detailed instructions on how to purchase data with Bitcoin payments 

equivalent to 50 US dollars per 10 records.  

After a public outcry and an official investigation about sensitive citizen data being leaked on the 

Internet, the original bot was disabled but later reappeared online under multiple names. The 

investigation concluded that the data had been taken from various datasets. A journalistic 

investigation suggested that it combined data from government registries, commercial 

databases, and social media. Given the nature of such leaks, it is quite impossible to predict 

where the database will resurface next or how it might be used in the future. 

 

Image 39. Possible data request options from @UA_baza Telegram bot, including sensitive personal data such a 

passport number or personal tax number. Screenshot 12.05.2020, account disabled the same day.  

https://hmarochos.kiev.ua/2020/05/15/diya-ta-opendatabot-sprostovuyut-shho-zlovmysnyky-berut-personalni-dani-z-yihnih-reyestriv/
https://tech.liga.net/technology/article/v-telegram-prodayut-900-gb-personalnyh-dannyh-ukraintsev-otkuda-dannye-i-chto-delat
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5.4. Consumer data 

Several commercial companies in Ukraine maintain very large consumer databases, including 

online retailers, telecommunication companies, banks, and logistic operators that mostly collect 

consumer data for their own purposes while sometimes offering third parties an option of 

advertising to their clients. In addition, several nationwide loyalty programs — some including a 

network of over 90 online stores — and millions of clients exist across Ukraine. Additionally, 

digital advertising networks operate their own data management platforms that collect and 

analyze websites’ traffic, including user data, and use real-time bidding to sell targeted ads. 

Smaller businesses also operate client databases. While large consumer datasets sometimes 

become available for sale online through hacks or leaks from dishonest employees, smaller 

businesses frequently sell their client databases.  

 

Technically, selling consumer data without the informed consent of such consumers is illegal 

under the Law on Protection of Personal Data. However, Ukraine lacks effective regulations and 

mechanisms for holding such traders accountable.  

5.5. Plausible sources of voter data in the 2019 political 

campaigning 

While not impossible, we have not come across any indication that political parties have been 

using consumer databases for their campaigning or attempted to purchase such. In turn, parties 

appear to have relied on their own membership list as well as data collected from their 

prospective voters and activists, even before elections. While our report focuses on online data 

collection methods, there are indications that election contestants have also collected personal 

data offline, with election watchdogs reporting instances of parties and candidates doing so 

under false pretenses or violating the principle of informed consent. Media reports indicate that 

some parties shared the databases of supporters formed during the 2019 Presidential elections 

with their Parliamentary candidates.  

 

As described earlier in this report, some parties, like the Servant of the People or European 

Solidarity, have managed to collect information about tens of thousands of voters online and 

segment them into rather detailed categories according to demographic or behavioral 

characteristics. According to a digital marketing consultant that worked with 2019 election 

contestants interviewed for this report, a solid initial list of target voters combined with Google or 

Facebook’s targeting capabilities, for example, through such functions as Facebook’s “Lookalike 

Audiences” would be enough for a party to build a competitive digital campaign in Ukrainian 

realities, even though the data on the users of these platforms in Ukraine is not as granular as, 

for example, it is in the US.  

https://rozetka.com.ua/
https://en.privatbank.ua/
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nova_Poshta
https://uk.wikipedia.org/wiki/Fishka
https://c8.net.ua/
https://opora.rv.ua/na-rivnenshhyni-dvi-politychni-syly-zbyrayut-personalni-dani/
https://www.oporaua.org/news/vybory/parlamentski-vybory/parlamentski-vybory-2019/18599-lvivshchina-u-nametakh-politichnoyi-partiyi-zbiraiut-personalni-dani-meshkantsiv
https://gordonua.com/news/politics/kiberpoliciya-zayavila-chto-vo-lvovskoy-oblasti-rassylali-sms-dlya-diskreditacii-golosa-v-polzu-evropeyskoy-solidarnosti-partiya-poroshenko-otvetila-chto-vozmushchena-1121711.html
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/164749007013531
https://www.facebook.com/business/help/164749007013531
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6. Considerations of pre- and post-election data 

ownership and sharing  

6.1. Party-affiliated projects 

Both before and during elections, some of the parties spun off affiliated projects targeting a 

wider circle of active citizens that may share parties’ political goals yet not be ready to formally 

join the ranks of a political organization. For instance, a few years ago European Solidarity 

started a joint project with IDF Reforms Lab, launching the so-called “Open Office” to engage 

citizens ready to help “form of a new political culture and implement qualitative reforms on all 

levels”. In 2019, Holos invited its most active volunteers and supporters to join “Co-workings for 

change” in several regions, and a newly elected President Zelensky announced the launch of 

“Lift,” a project to help engage talented individuals who wanted to contribute their ideas or skills 

to “positive changes in the country and its comprehensive socio-economic and cultural 

development.” 

While the publications on the website of the “Open Office” of European Solidarity do not indicate 

any activity since 2018 (albeit there’s a working registration form), and Holos used its regional 

“co-workings” for organizing party volunteers during the campaign, the relationship between Lift 

and Servant of the People was more convoluted. The description on the website implies that the 

project is an attempt by the new President and government to recruit qualified people as public 

servants and solicit ideas for the improvement of government services in an efficient and 

transparent manner. In fact, currently users may apply for a position in a state body, leave an 

unsolicited application with general information about themselves and a CV, or propose a 

product for digitizing government services. While the website has a privacy policy and asks 

users to consent to processing of their data, nowhere does it explain the exact relationship 

between the platform, the party, and the government bodies or how the data transfers are 

handled between Lift and such third parties (in fact, the privacy policy only states that the 

website administrator would contact a user when requesting personal information for purposes 

beyond those already listed, which do not include data transfers to state bodies, for instance). 

This unclear connection prompted some confusion among Servant’s supporters during the 

campaign period, with many using the website to apply to join party ranks only to learn that their 

applications were invalid (Image 40). At the same time, upon launching the platform, the head of 

Servant’s campaign headquarters implied that the project could be used for scouting candidates 

to run in the upcoming elections.  

  

http://open.solidarnist.ua/?page_id=53
http://open.solidarnist.ua/?page_id=53
https://lift.net.ua/about
https://lift.net.ua/about
https://goloszmin.org/coworking
https://goloszmin.org/coworking
https://lift.net.ua/about
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 Image 40: 24 June, 2019, Servant of the People Facebook post explaining how to join the party via its website and 
not the LIFT initiative, screenshot 19.03.2020 

 

6.2. Government entities and elected representatives 

For parties and candidates that win an election, voter data collected during the campaign 

becomes their constituent data. Handling such data in a new capacity deserves careful 

consideration. Thus, even if the voters consented to their data being used by the party or the 

candidate beyond an election cycle, they may not expect it to end up in the hands of a 

government official or be shared with or used by a state body. Even if the elected 

representatives do not technically own the data (i.e., subscribers on a social media platform) but 

“inherit” it from the party that ran them as candidates, same considerations should be taken into 

account.  

 

Nevertheless, Facebook’s Page transparency record indicates that after the Presidential 

elections of 2019, the new administrators of the Presidential administration’s Facebook page 

simply merged it with the page of Volodymyr Zelenskyy’s supporters (Image 41), leaving his 

180,000 subscribers no choice of whether or not to follow the new administration’s page.  

 

https://hromadske.ua/ru/posts/stranicu-administracii-prezidenta-v-facebook-obuedinili-s-gruppoj-za-zelenskogo-dlya-balansa-mnenij
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 Image 41: A screenshot of Presidential Administration’s Facebook page history showing a merge with Zelenskyy’s 
campaign fan page after elections, screenshot 9.03.2020 

 

Additionally, in November of 2019, the founder of one of the leading digital marketing agencies 

in Ukraine posted a screenshot from an email message by the newly created Ministry of Digital 

Transformation, claiming that he had begun receiving such communication to a single-use email 

address he created especially to subscribe to e-mails from Zelenskyy’s election campaign 

(Image 42).  

  

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10216817878814235&set=a.1082930708439&type=3&theater
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Image 42: A November 4, 2019, Facebook post by a voter sharing a screenshot of an email message from the newly 

created Ministry of Digital Transformation, allegedly sent to a single-use email address he created specifically to 

subscribe to e-mails from Zelenskyy’s election campaign. Screenshot 10.05.2020. 

 

7.  Conclusions  

This report attempts to contribute to the growing body of research on the impact of technologies 

that leverage personal data for political campaigns by investigating the treatment of voter data 

by five political parties during the 2019 Parliamentary elections in Ukraine. In order to answer 

important questions about the implications of such technologies for voters, political actors, policy 

makers, and the democratic process itself, it is necessary to understand whether and how these 
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technologies are being applied in different countries and their impact on the political process in 

particular political, legal, and social contexts. Such research is especially important in light of 

rapidly evolving technology and the increasing utilization of approaches developed by the 

commercial data industry for political means, and not just by the traditional political players, but 

by the variety of other actors and outside the boundaries of traditional electoral cycles.   

 

Based on the findings of our research, we identify several important questions and 

recommendations that should be considered by political parties, regulators, and civil 

society. We hope our conclusions will help fuel an important discussion within Ukraine and 

inspire researchers to undertake similar studies in other countries of this region and beyond.  

 
● Rapid development and proliferation of technologies that utilize personal data for political 

purposes translates into regulations lagging behind and new tools being applied largely 

in a legal vacuum. This situation is exacerbated by society being unable to fully 

understand what technology is used by political actors during the campaign and to what 

end. In these circumstances, it is important for political parties to think beyond merely 

meeting legal requirements but consider aligning their political practices with their ethos. 

It is also important to be thoughtful and transparent about the use of voter data, including 

any data shares with third parties. At a bare minimum, parties should formulate clear 

data protection/privacy policies, display them on all campaigning platforms, and ensure 

voters’ consent is given before any data is collected from them. It would be laudable for 

the parties to accompany their data protection practices with an explanation of what they 

are doing to ensure the security of the voter data parties are holding.  

 

● Where privacy policies are in place, parties need to clarify how those translate into 

practical application with regard to a variety of tools utilized for digital outreach and 

ensure that appropriate campaign members are aware of these directives and that they 

are consistently applied at every level of the campaign's organizational structure.  

 

● We found that the security of digital platforms and tools used during an election 

campaign has often been an afterthought. While not all parties enjoy equal resources 

during a campaign, this aspect should be prioritized and appropriate measures should 

be taken to protect voters’ personal data. As demonstrated by such examples as the 

2016 USA election, a breach of security may have far-reaching negative consequences 

not just for the party itself or the voters if their data is compromised, but could impact the 

election outcome and even cause society to question the legitimacy of the overall 

electoral process.  

 

● Voters’ data collected by political parties does not just magically disappear after an 

election, nor does it lose its value. For the parties that win an election, voter data turns 

into constituent data, which should be treated with special consideration. When voters 

consent to their data being used by the party beyond an electoral cycle, they may not 

expect it to end up in the hands of a government official or be shared with or used by an 

official state body. Nor should this happen automatically, even in cases when the party in 
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question receives overwhelming voter support and leads the formation of the 

government. Therefore, it is important to make post-election data processing and 

sharing mechanisms as transparent and understandable to voters as possible, as this 

may impact their level of trust to the government and the overall political system.  

 
● Ukrainian lawmakers and electoral administration are keen on introducing such 

innovations as e-voting technology, yet existing legislation still lacks important 

clarifications, mechanisms, and safeguards pertaining to digital campaigning and 

protection of voters’ personal data. At minimum, the legislation should recognize digital 

campaigning, including but not limited to online political advertising, as a form of 

electoral campaigning and pay special attention to such emergent issues as proliferation 

of discrediting or misleading campaigning online, the role of pages not officially affiliated 

with political contenders, or usage of bots and fake accounts. In addition, election 

administrators must provide clear mechanisms for reporting funds spent on digital 

campaigning activities by political parties and candidates, thus establishing grounds for 

holding those breaking the rules accountable.  

 

● Any additional digital campaigning regulations, if passed, should not threaten the 

freedom of speech online. Moreover, online platforms are making increasing efforts to 

increase transparency and accountability around digital political advertising and adjust 

their practices according to election laws. Ukraine should try to coordinate with tech 

giants on a state level to ensure its electoral legislation is also followed by the 

companies operating internationally.  

 

● Personal data related to citizens’ political beliefs and memberships in political 

organizations is already considered to be “sensitive” by Ukrainian law, which calls for 

enhanced safeguards of such information. And while the parties collecting data on their 

members seem to be exempt from submitting respective notifications to the 

Ombudsman’s office, existing directives do not specify what should be done about the 

data of non-members, such as volunteers, supporters, and other voters, collected by the 

political parties and candidates during election campaigns. Moreover, it is doubtful 

whether the mechanisms meant to provide such safeguards are effective in the first 

place given that Ukraine does not have a separate data protection body with sufficient 

authority and resources to enforce regulations.   

 

● Additionally, the law implicitly requires political parties to ensure the security of their 

websites, which would realistically prevent voters’ data from being intercepted or lost. 

Yet there is no clarification on what providing such security for a website or another 

digital tool entails. And while such prescriptions are best excluded from the law, political 

parties and other players involved in political campaigns would benefit from clear 

guidance on citizens’ personal data protection in elections as well as effective 

mechanisms for enforcement of such measures. The Ukrainian civil society could take it 

upon itself to formulate such guidelines.  
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● A related yet even more alarming issue is the absence of a culture of privacy and low 

awareness of associated risks among regular citizens, private entities, and public 

authorities. The volume of citizens’ personal data already available online as a 

consequence of leaks, hacks, or illegal trade creates ripe conditions for targeting vast 

numbers of citizens with any potentially malicious content and could be exploited by both 

domestic and external actors in a variety of contexts, including political. In the face of 

such imminent threats, Ukraine should prioritize strengthening its data protection 

mechanisms, while civil society could work on raising public awareness about the 

importance of privacy. 

 

● At the same time, proliferation of increasingly sophisticated and non-transparent 

technology used in political campaigning leaves voters dumbfounded and could 

contribute to the perception of being manipulated. Civil society in Ukraine should invest 

in increasing the digital literacy of voters and demand transparency of the mechanisms 

used for digital campaigning, all the while being conscious of not causing society to lose 

faith in political parties and the overall electoral process.  

 

 

 

 

 


